iPINBPA: an integrative network-based functional module discovery tool for genome-wide association studies.
We introduce the integrative protein-interaction-network-based pathway analysis (iPINBPA) for genome-wide association studies (GWAS), a method to identify and prioritize genetic associations by merging statistical evidence of association with physical evidence of interaction at the protein level. First, the strongest associations are used to weight all nodes in the PPI network using a guilt- by-association approach. Second, the gene-wise converted p-values from a GWAS are integrated with node weights using the Liptak-Stouffer method. Finally, a greedy search is performed to find enriched modules, i.e., sub-networks with nodes that have low p-values and high weights. The performance of iPINBPA and other state-of-the-art methods is assessed by computing the concentrated receiver operating characteristic (CROC) curves using two independent multiple sclerosis (MS) GWAS studies and one recent ImmunoChip study. Our results showed that iPINBPA identified sub-networks with smaller sizes and higher enrichments than other methods. iPINBPA offers a novel strategy to integrate topological connectivity and association signals from GWAS, making this an attractive tool to use in other large GWAS datasets.